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Large Scale Language Independent GenerationUsing Thematic HierarchiesNizar Habash and Bonnie DorrInstitute for Advanced Computer StudiesUniversity of MarylandCollege Park, MD 20740phone: +1 (301) 405-6768fax: +1 (301) 314-9658habash,bonnie@umiacs.umd.eduhttp://umiacs.umd.edu/labs/CLIPAbstractThis paper describes a large-scale language-independent evaluation of the use of Thematic Hierarchies innatural language generation. We translate from a corpus of sentences reecting the full variety of behaviorof Levin-based verb classes. The corpus is used as input to a generation system that utilizes the samethematic hierarchy for realizing relative argument surface positions in two languages: English and Spanish.The output was manually evaluated by English and Spanish speakers. The contributions of this workinclude: (1) an improved thematic hierarchy over an earlier implementation; (2) a large-scale evaluation ofthe use of thematic hierarchies in two languages; (3) an implementation of a language independent modulefor natural language generation; and (4) the creation of a single tool for incremental development ofmultilingual lexicons. KeywordsNatural Language Generation, Lexical Conceptual Structure, Thematic Hierarchy1 MotivationIn (Dorr et al., 1998), an implementationof thematichierarchies for ecient natural language generationwas presented. The use of the thematic hierarchywas evaluated using a small hand-constructed cor-pus of 100 English sentences reecting a variety ofEnglish verb classes and alternations. The hierar-chy was implemented using cascading rules withinthe grammar formalism provided as part of the nat-ural language realization engine Nitrogen (Langkildeand Knight, 1998a; Langkilde and Knight, 1998b).Some of the shortcomings of this earlier work are:(1) inadequate evaluation due to the use of a smalltest corpus; (2) limitation of the approach to onelanguage only (English); (3) lack of a principled de-sign in the implementation.This paper presents more systematic implementa-tion of thematic hierarchies and a large-scale eval-uation of their use for generation in English andSpanish. This evaluation was helpful in incremen-tal development of both the thematic hierarchy andthe English and Spanish lexicons.2 Research ContextThe work presented here is part of the generationcomponent (Traum and Habash, 2000) of the inter-lingual Machine Translation eort at the Universityof Maryland College Park. The generation com-ponent has also been used in Cross-Language In-formation Retrieval research (Levow et al., 2000).
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Figure 1: LCS-based Machine Translationrepresentations serve dierent but complementaryroles in the translation process. The deeper lexical-semantic expressiveness of LCS is essential for lan-guage independent Lexical Selection that transcendstranslation divergences. The shallower yet mixedsemantic-syntactic nature of AMRs makes it easierto use for target language realization.The use of two representations in generation mir-rors the use of two representations on the analysisside of the MT system, in which a parsing outputis passed to a semantic-composition module; thetarget-language AMR is analogous to the source-language parse tree. (See Figure 1.) The Compo-sition module takes the source-language parse treeand creates a deeper semantic representation (theLCS) using a source-language lexicon. In genera-tion, the Decomposition module performs a reversestep that uses a target-language lexicon to createthe parse-like AMR. This step is referred to as Lex-ical Selection. It is followed with the Realizationstep in which the Linearization module attens anAMR into a sequence of words. Because of the am-biguity inherent in all of the involved modules fromthe parser to the lexicons, multiple sequences arecreated. We use the Statistical Extraction moduleof the generation system Nitrogen (Langkilde andKnight, 1998a; Langkilde and Knight, 1998b) to se-lect among alternative outputs when generating En-glish.3.1 LCS LexiconsThe LCS lexicons used in both analysis and genera-tion relate a lexeme to a Lexical Conceptual Struc-ture representation. A single verb might have sev-eral entries corresponding to dierent senses of thethat verb. Figure 2 compares four out of the nineroot LCS (RLCS) entries for the verb `run' in theEnglish LCS Lexicon. These entries are classied bytheir Levin verb class which is used as a templateto generate the RLCSes for every verb in the class.
The star-marked nodes in those entries signify thelocation an argument can be attached. A composedLCS (CLCS) is made up of a RLCS that has itsstar-marked nodes lled with other CLCSes. Thenumber at the end of the nodes mark the thematicrole associated with the specic node. For example,1 is agent, 2 is theme, 3 is a source particle (i.e. anoblique) and 4 is source (an argument). For a fulllisting of the thematic roles and their correspondingcodes see Figure 3. The last LCS entry for run inFigure 2 can be read as a theme thing goes loca-tionally from a source location to a goal location ina running manner.The current English verb lexicon contains over11,000RLCS entries such as those in Figure 2. Theseentries correspond to dierent senses of over than4,000 verbs. The Spanish verb lexicon contains over24,000 entries corresponding to 3,300 verbs1 TheLCS lexicon also contains other information of im-portance to realization such as requirements for op-tionality (:OPTIONAL and :OBLIGATORY) andinternal/external positioning (:INT and :EXT). Op-tionality markers are necessary to determine whicharguments must be available in the CLCS for propergeneration using an RLCS. For example, in class51.3.2.a.i in Figure 2, the theme is the only obliga-tory argument. Internal/external positioning mark-ers will be discussed later in the section on ThematicHierarchy.3.2 Lexical SelectionThe lexical selection process attempts to decom-pose a CLCS into RLCSes corresponding to lexemesin the target language. Decomposition is basicallya complex algorithm for graph matching/coveringwith restrictions. Its output is the shallower Ab-stract Meaning Representation (AMR) discussedearlier. Dierent lexicons for dierent languagesprovide dierent RLCSes and RLCS restrictions thatguide lexical selection. Figure 4 compares three dif-ferent possible decompositions for a CLCS into En-glish, Spanish and Arabic. The CLCS can be read asJohn causes himself to go into a room in a forcefulmanner. The AMR relation (:AG, :TH, etc.) mark-ing the connections on the left-hand side in Figure4 are created from the thematic role information inthe RLCSes.3.3 RealizationSyntactic realization is the step that converts the un-ordered dependency tree structure of an AMR into asurface sentence. There are two operations involvedin realization: recasting and linearization. Recastingconverts an AMR node into another AMR node withadded information, deleted information or just mod-ied information. Linearization species the relative1For a detailed discussion of the acquisition of LCS-basedlexicons, see (Dorr and Olsen, 1996; Dorr, 1997).
Figure 2: RLCS entries for `run'26.3 Verbs of Preparing(cause (* thing 1)(go ident (* thing 2)(toward ident (thing 2)(at ident (thing 2) (run+ed 9))))((* for 17) poss (*head*) (* thing 18)))Example: John ran the store for Mary.Other verbs: bake boil clean cook fix fry grill iron mix prepareroast roll run wash ...47.7.a Meander Verbs (from to)(go_ext loc (* thing 2)((* from 3) loc (thing 2)(at loc (thing 2) (thing 4)))((* to 5) loc (thing 2)(at loc (thing 2) (thing 6)))(run+ingly 26))Example: The river runs from the lake to the sea.Other verbs:crawl drop go meander plunge run sweep turn twistwander ...47.5.1.b Swarm Verbs (Locational)(act loc (* thing 2)((* [at] 10) loc (thing 2) (thing 11))(run+ingly 26))Example: The dogs run in the forest.Other verbs: bustle crawl creep run swarm swim teem ...51.3.2.a.i Run Verbs - (Locational,Theme only)(go loc (* thing 2)((* from 3) loc (thing 2)([at] loc (thing 2) (thing 4)))((* to 5) loc (thing 2)([at] loc (thing 2) (thing 6)))(run+ingly 26))Example: The horse ran into the eld from thebarn.Other verbs:climb crawl fly jog jump leap race run swim walk ...positions of the children of an AMR node to theirmother and to each other. The focus of this paperis on the specic linearization submodule that dealswith the problem of mapping thematic roles to sur-face positions.3.4 OxygenIn (Dorr et al., 1998), the grammar formalism pro-vided as part of the natural language realization en-gine Nitrogen (Langkilde and Knight, 1998a; Langk-ilde and Knight, 1998b) was used to implement a lin-earization grammar. The Nitrogen grammar formal-ism is unication based and it provides a small num-ber of tools to recast and linearize AMRs. There areseveral limitations to the use of this formalism. Forexample, the grammar is interpreted which results ininecient time/space use. Another limitation is that




































John broke into the room








:AG :GOALFigure 4: Dierent CLCS Decompositionsbiguities at every phrase rule is hidden from the lin-earization grammar designer and is treated only inthe compiler and support library. For a detailed pre-sentation of oxyL's syntax, see (Habash, 2000). Anexample of a segment of an oxyL linearization gram-mar is provided in Figure 5 and will be explained inthe next section.4 The Thematic HierarchyThe unordered nature of siblings under an AMRnode complicates the mapping between AMR rela-tions and their surface positions. In the case of the-matic role ordering, the situation is more compli-cated by the lack of one-to-one mapping between aparticular thematic role and an argument position.For example, a theme can be the subject in somecases and it can be the object in others or even anoblique. Observe cookie in (1).(1) (i) John ate a cookie (object)(ii) the cookie contains chocolate (subject)(iii) she nibbled at a cookie (oblique)To solve this problem, a thematic hierarchy isused to determine the argument position of a the-
matic role based on its co-occurrence with other the-matic roles. Several researchers have proposed dif-ferent versions of thematic hierarchies (see (Jackend-o, 1972; Carrier-Duncan, 1985; Bresnan and Kan-erva, 1989; Kiparsky, 1985; Larson, 1988; Giorgi,1984; Wilkins, 1988; Nishgauchi, 1984; Alsinaand Mchombo, 1993; Baker, 1989; Grimshaw andMester, 1988)).2 The hierarchy proposed in (Dorret al., 1998) diers from these in that it separates(non-adjunct) arguments from obliques (i.e. adjunctarguments) and provides a more complete list of the-matic roles (31 roles overall) than those of previousapproaches (maximum of 8 roles). See Figure 3 fora complete listing for the thematic roles used. Thefollowing is nal thematic hierarchy for arguments.(2) special case -- ag src thext > ag > instr > th > perc > \*In the case of the occurrence of theme alone, it ismapped to rst argument position. If a theme andan agent occur, the agent is mapped to rst argu-ment position and the theme is mapped to secondargument position. When an agent, a theme and asource co-occur, The order in the hierarchy is vio-lated as in Johnag charged Paulsrc $40th. The termext is used to handle verbs that violate the thematichierarchy. It, ext, refers to an externally markedthematic role such as the perceived John in Johnpercpleases Maryth versus Maryth likes Johnperc. Thisinformation is provided in the RLCS lexicon entryusing the special marker :EXT. The use of the the-matic hierarchy eliminates the need to specify thethematic role to surface position mapping in everyverb lexicon entry.As for the ordering of obliques, an ad hoc orderwas established:(3) particle > mod-prop() > perc() > th() >purp() > mod-loc() > mod-pred() >src() > goal() > mod-poss() > ben()Note that the order of obliques is not a strict hier-archy but rather a possible topological sort. A moredetailed discussion is available in (Dorr et al., 1998).4.1 Thematic Hierarchy ImplementationOxygen's linearization grammar description lan-guage, oxyL, provides a hierarchical data recastingoperator that simplies the implementation of the-matic hierarchy mapping3 (see Figure 5). The top2For an excellent overview and a comparison of dierentthematic hierarchies see (Levin and Rappaport Hovav, 1996).3Another example of hierarchically ordered linguistic phe-nomena is the linearization of auxiliaries relative to the neg-ative particle in the English verb phrase. The auxiliaries arestrictly ordered by the part of speech (Modal Have Be+enBe+ing). The negative particle 'not' must appear after therst auxiliary regardless of its part of speech. A hierarchicalmapping of the auxiliaries into (Aux1 Aux2 Aux3 and Aux4)is a simpler solution than listing all combinations.
Figure 5: Oxyl Implementation of the thematic hi-erarchy:Recast &TH-order(@this <? (:movsrc / (:src))(&and (&ex :ag) (&ex :th))<! ((:subj :obj1 :obj2) /(:ext :sub :ag :instr :movsrc :th:src :perc :goal :mod-poss:mod-loc :mod-pred :loc :poss:pred :prop :time :ben :purp))):Rule %S (->(@subj @inst @obj1 @obj2))part of Figure 5 denes the thematic hierarchy or-dering as follows: given the current node (@this),conditionally recast (<?) the relation :src: into:movsrc if it co-occurs with :ag and :th; then hi-erarchically recast (<!) all available argument the-matic roles into the grammatical roles :subj, :obj1and :obj2. The Linearization rule %S speciesthe relative position of the arguments to the verb(@inst). The separation between Recasting andLinearization breaks up the problem of mapping athematic role to a surface position into two sub-problems: mapping a thematic role into a grammat-ical role (subject,object) and mapping a grammati-cal role into a surface position. The recasting andlinearization rules are only red if the AMR nodebeing linearized is a verb. The linearization rule inour implementation species the relative location ofthe obliques. They are permuted at the end of thesentence.4.2 Incorporation of SpanishThe linearization component that includes the the-matic hierarchy mapping was implemented usingOxygen (Habash, 2000). The linearization grammarwas very simple concentrating on argument word or-der relative to the verb using the same thematic hi-erarchy described in Figure 5.To incorporate Spanish in our current implemen-tation, we replaced complex Spanish morphologywith the simple 'near-future' construction (va ir a +INF). For example, alguienag va a colocar algoth enalgogoal . In addition to the lack of a complete phrasestructure for parts of speech other than verbs, theSpanish linearization grammar doesn't handle Pro-drop or clitics. In principle, both phenomena can behandled with a recast rule that would re after thethematic hierarchy recast. In the case of pro drop, itconjugates the verb and makes the subject null. Andin the case of clitics, it adds a clitic that matches thegender and number of the object.
Verb Class Example2 somethingag wanted somethingth (todo somethingth)prop10.5 someoneag stole somethingth fromsomethingsrc for somethingben22.1.C someoneag mixed somethingth intosomethinggoal29.1.B someoneth considered somethingperc(to be somepropertypred)mod pred45.2.A someoneag folded somethingth withsomethinginst55.1.C someoneth continued (to dosomethingth)propTable 1: CLCS Test Corpus ExamplesIn the next section we evaluate the use of the the-matic hierarchy for English and Spanish generation.The fact that English and Spanish are both SVO lan-guages doesn't lessen the validity of the evaluationsince the role of thematic hierarchies is not to mapthe thematic roles to surface positions but rather tothe syntactic level (i.e. agent, theme, goal to gram-matical roles such as subject, object and indirectobject). Final linearization is responsible for placingthe subject and object appropriately on the surface.The similarity of surface word order between Span-ish and English should be seen as a normalizationfactor in testing the mapping from thematic roles togrammatical roles.5 EvaluationIn this evaluation, a test corpus of 453 sim-ple CLCSes corresponding to all Levin Englishverb classes and alternations was constructed semi-automatically. The test corpus size guaranteeslarge-scale coverage over verb behavior and the-matic role combinations, which is exhaustive for ourpurpose. The CLCSes were constructed by ran-domly selecting an LCS verb entry from each classfrom the English verb class and lling all its ar-gument positions with simple noun phrases (e.g.somethingth, someoneag ,etc.) or simple subordi-nate clauses (e.g. (to do something)prop, (to besomeproperty)mod prop,etc.). Table 1 shows somesample English sentences corresponding to the CLC-Ses in the test corpus.For the purposes of this evaluation, statistical ex-traction was disabled because we do not have a Ni-trogen bigram model for Spanish.The CLCS test corpus was fed to the generationsystem in two dierent runs each of which using adierent target language lexicon and oxyL lineariza-tion grammar. The results of the generation arepassed to two speakers of English and Spanish re-spectively to evaluate the word order of the realizedtext. Evaluators were asked to mark sentences as be-
Generated Word OrderN = 453 Classes ErrorEnglish 428 9% (40 classes)Spanish 254 2% (4 classes)Table 2: Initial Evaluation Resultsing acceptable or not acceptable as far as the word-order of the arguments relative to the verb4. Someof the English and Spanish sentences failed the lex-ical selection process due to problems with lexiconentries; these sentences never made it to lineariza-tion.In the cases that survived, the lexical selectionprocess appropriately generated multiple sentencesfor each CLCS. In the case of English, they all cor-rectly corresponded to various related alternationsof the main verb. For example, each of the two sub-classes dening the dative alternations for the verbsend generated each other (i.e. John sent a bookto Paul and John sent Paul a book). There werealso cases of overgeneration resulting from preposi-tion under-specication, which is inconsequential toour evaluation(e.g. go (to,toward,towards,to at,etc.)somewhere).On the other hand, in Spanish, there were manymore sentences that should not have been gener-ated. In theory, the lexical selection process limitsthe number of choices using the LCS entry of theSpanish verbs. But that process is only as good asthe lexicon entries are. In cases where a bad senseis allowed in the translation, the sentence involvedis dropped from the evaluation. This evaluation wasquite helpful in pinpointing the locations of problemsin our Spanish (and also English) lexicons. Table 2displays the results of the evaluation. The rst col-umn represents the number of generated classes orCLCS instances (out of N = 453) that actually wentthrough the whole system. Most failures in Spanishgeneration are due to missing verb entries (29% ofall input classes). An additional 5% of classes wasdropped out of the evaluation for having no correctsense output. The second column describes the ratioof classes with partially wrong or fully wrong wordorder output to the number of generated classes. InEnglish, out of 428 classes, 30 classes had partiallywrong output and 10 classes had no correct output.In Spanish, out of the 254 classes that generated out-put, only four classes had wrong word order output.The next section describes the errors encounteredin the evaluation and how they were xed.4Actually, the evaluation contained several other criteriathat are more relevant to evaluating lexical selection such ascompleteness of argument realization and appropriateness ofsense selection.
Figure 6: New Oxyl Implementation of the Englishthematic hierarchy:Recast &TH-order(@this <? (:mov / (:src :goal :ben))(&and (&ex :ag) (&ex :th))<! ((:subj :obj1 :obj2) /(:ext :sub :ag :instr :mov :th:src :perc :goal :mod-poss:mod-loc :mod-pred :loc :poss:pred :prop :time :ben :purp))):Rule %S (->(@subj @inst @obj1 @obj2))6 DiscussionThe word-order errors in the English test belongto one of two types: First, there are lexicon er-rors where specic realization information such as:EXT is missing from an entry. This problem ap-peared in three subclasses of class 41.3.1 (SimpleVerbs of Dressing: don, do and wear). In our lex-icon, clothes, the object for all three verbs, is con-sidered the theme and the subject of the sentenceis the goal, source and location respectively. Fix-ing these cases is a matter of adding the appropri-ate piece of information in the lexicon. The secondtype of errors were true thematic hierarchy errors:The case of agent-benefactor-theme co-occurrencesuch as John bought Paul a house and agent-goal-theme co-occurrence such as John gave Paul a house.These two should be part of the special case of thethematic hierarchy that deals with English verbs'indirect objects. Figure 6 displays the updated the-matic hierarchy for English. In this implementation,a temporary role :MOV is created to mark source,goal or benefactor as moved arguments in a specialconditional recasting step that depends on the co-occurrence of any of these roles with an agent and atheme.The Spanish errors are much less than the Englishand are basically a subset of the rst type of errorsdescribed above. The fact that the special case ofthe thematic hierarchy for English was included andit did not cause any problem to the Spanish is notsurprising since Spanish lexical selection doesn't al-low the thematic roles agent and theme to co-occurwith the arguments source, goal or benefactor. Thethird argument is always generated as an oblique.For example, Juan le dio un libro a Paolo and Juanle compro un libro a Paolo5. The updated thematic5We are aware that a more uent Spanish would movethe oblique (a Paolo) closer two the verb as in Juan le dio aPaolo un libro and Juan le compro a Paolo un libro. However
Figure 7: New Oxyl Implementation of the Spanishthematic hierarchy:Recast &TH-order(@this <! ((:subj :obj1 :obj2) /(:ext :sub :ag :instr :th:src :perc :goal :mod-poss:mod-loc :mod-pred :loc :poss:pred :prop :time :ben :purp))):Rule %S (->(@subj @inst @obj1 @obj2))Generated Word OrderN = 453 Classes ErrorEnglish 428 1% (5 classes)Spanish 254 2% (4 classes)Table 3: Final Evaluation Resultshierarchy for Spanish is described in Figure 7.We ran a second evaluation that uses the new im-plementations. The results are presented in Table3. For English, all of the classes with partially cor-rect word order and half of the incorrect word orderclasses were corrected (88% of all erroneous classes).In the Spanish case, as expected, the results did notchange.Clearly, the results show that the use of a thematichierarchy for generating both English and Spanishword order is successful and is supportive of earlierwork (Dorr et al., 1998). The next step in this on-going investigation is to test the use of the thematichierarchy with a language that has a dierent gram-matical role to surface position mapping from thatof English or Spanish.7 Future WorkA major remaining step is to correct the problems inthe English and Spanish lexicons and to investigatethe source of errors and incorrect sense selection. Aninvestigation in the behavior of obliques in Spanishis necessary to produce fully uent Spanish output.Another topic of interest is the reusability of the the-matic hierarchy with other languages that are muchmore dierent than Spanish is to English. We arecurrently investigating Chinese; a preliminary studyshowed some promising results as far as thematic hi-erarchy mapping. However Chinese seems to requiremore complex linearization rules and post-lexical se-lection manipulations especially for obliques.this is not part of the focus of our evaluation. The behaviorof obliques is something we plan to investigate in a separatestudy.
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